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Abstract 
For risk processes with a general stationary input, a representation f rmula of ladder height 
distributions i  proved which includes ome additional information on process behaviour at the 
ladder epoch. The proof is short and probabilistic, and utilizes time reversal, occupation 
measures and Campbell's formula. The results are applied to stochastic fluid models driven by 
a general stationary process and the probability isdetermined that ruin occurs in a given state 
of the environment. 
Keywords: Campbell's formula, Fluid models, Ladder heights, Local time, Marked point 
process, Palm distribution, Stationarity, Stochastic risk theory 
1. Introduction 
A classical formula of Feller (1971) states that the distribution G+ of the ascending 
ladder height (first positive value) of a random walk is given by the density 
dG+ (x) 
dx 
- -  = f lP (U  > x) (I) 
when the increments are of the form U - T with U, T independent with EU < N:T, 
T exponential with rate/3 and U having a general distribution. This formula is not 
only remarkable as a main explicit example in Wiener-Hopf theory, it is also of basic 
importance for the M/G/1 queue and standard risk processes with compound Poisson 
input; in the last case, one identifies the T with the interarrival times and observes that 
the ladder height distributions are the same for the continuous time risk process and 
the random walk embedded as the values just after claims. 
In a series of papers (see Asmussen and Schmidt, 1993; Frenz and Schmidt, 1992; 
Miyazawa and Schmidt, 1993) where the assumptions are relaxed step by step, Feller's 
formula (1) has recently been generalized considerably and shown to be valid for the 
claim surplus process {S* }, ~> oof a risk reserve process in a general set-up. The sample 
path structure of {S* } is as for the classical compound Poisson case with only positive 
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jumps and linear decrease at rate - 1 between jumps, but otherwise basically only 
stationarity in time is assumed, i.e. 
{s*}t o {s*+s  - = (2) 
for all s f> 0; the first ladder epoch ~* in this setting is defined as inf{t > 0: S* > 0}, 
the ladder height distribution is P{S~ e'),  and (1) has to be interpreted in the 
Palm sense (see Section 3 for the precise formulation). The main contribution of 
the present paper is to give further generalizations of (1) and to show that these lead 
to some applications which are genuinely new by allowing sample path structures 
quite different from classical risk processes; we exemplify this via a detailed 
study of fluid models with rates modulated by a general stationary process and 
a (somewhat more sketchy) treatment of a process which increases like the local time 
of a diffusion. 
In Section 2, we introduce the necessary set-up in terms of marked point processes. 
In Section 3, our main general results (Theorem 1 and Corollary 1) are stated and 
proved; in addition to the ladder height Z* = S~ itself, we also describe the surplus 
Y* = - S~_ just before the ladder epoch, the claim size U* = S~ - S~_ at the 
ladder epoch and the type M* of the ladder epoch (defined in an appropriate sense). 
For the compound Poisson case (in absence of further marks like M*), Corollary 
1 has been derived by Dufresne and Gerber (1988a, b); also, the special case of the 
distribution Z* alone reduces to Miyazawa and Schmidt (1993). Although one can 
use the method considered in Miyazawa and Schmidt (1993) in order to prove the 
present more general version presented in Section 3 (see e.g. Miyazawa, 1994a), we use 
here a different method which is, as we believe, rather elegant and has the potential to 
cope with even more general models. For a special case, we used a certain modifica- 
tion of this method already in Asmussen and Schmidt (1993). 
Section 3 concludes with a preliminary example, ruin probabilities for a risk process 
governed by the Markovian arrival process discussed in Neuts (1977); an application 
where these formulas are crucial is presented elsewhere (see Asmussen et al., 1995). The 
main application is, however, given in Section 4, where we study a fluid-flow process 
{X* }, ~> o driven by a stationary background process {J* }r i> o and a R-valued rate 
function r, such that X* (0) = O, 
dX* 
- r ( J * ) .  (3) 
dt 
With Zx* = inf(t > 0: X* > 0} the ladder epoch, the probability P (Tx. < or, J *  ~ F) 
of ruin in environment F is evaluated. In a further example, the situation is considered 
that {J* } is Markov. For some special cases where {J* } is Markovian with a finite 
state space, the formulas in these examples have in principle been derived earlier, see 
Asmussen and Perry (1992) for the risk process driven by the Markovian arrival 
process and Barlow et al. (1980), Asmussen (1995), Rogers (1994) for the fluid model of 
the same type as in the bulk of literature following Anick et al. (1982). In fact, also 
non-stationary initial conditions are treated in these references, but for the stationary 
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case the present derivation is much more transparent, explains in a more natural way 
the simplification of the results when specializing to stationarity, and finally goes far 
beyond the finite Markov case. It may also be noted that our key idea of decomposing 
the process into 'up'- and 'down'-periods is similar to Kella and Whitt (1992), but that 
in the latter paper much more independence structure is needed. 
Section 5 and the paper concludes with an even more general version of the 
expression/~IFU for the ruin probability alone which is obtained by integrating (1); for 
an early result in this direction, see Bj6rk and Grandell (1985). As example, we look at 
a process which increases like the local time of a diffusion, i.e. at a non-atomic set 
singular w.r.t. Lebesgue measure; in contrast, note that in a risk process generated by 
a marked point process, the points of increase are discrete and in the fluid case, they 
form intervals alternating with the intervals of decrease. 
2. Preliminaries 
The risk process {S* } is assumed to be generated from positive interclaim times 
Tk* and claim sizes U* according to premium 1 per unit time, i.e. 
N,* 
s*  = y ,  u*  - t, 
k=l  
where N* = sup {k: a* ~< t} and a~' = T~' + .-. + T* is the kth arrival epoch. We 
consider the claim size U~" as a mark of the arrival epoch a*, and consider the 
sequence {(a*, U*)} as a stationary marked point process with mark space (0, oo), see 
e.g. Baccelli and Bremaud (1994), Franken et al. (1982), K6nig and Schmidt (1992). 
Obviously, stationarity of {(a*, U*)} is equivalent to the risk process {S*} being 
stationary in the sense of (2). We further assume that each arrival epoch a* has 
associated a further characteristic M~', denoted as type in the following and having 
values in some Polish space E (with the Borel-a-algebra g), and represent the input 
sequence as a marked point process J / / *= {(a*, Uk* ,M~)}k=l ,2  ..... where now 
(U*, MR*) is the mark of tr*. That is, ~'*  is a point process on [0, oo) × (0, ~)  x E. The 
marked point process J¢* o 0s shifted by s is defined in the usual way, and we assume 
in the following that ~'* is stationary, i.e. that J¢* o 0~ has the same distribution as Jg* 
for all s ~> 0. The arrival rate is fl = N:# {k: a~' e [0, h]}/h which is assumed to be 
positive and finite (by stationarity, fl does not depend on h). The Palm version ~¢/of.///* 
is defined in the usual way, and we represent ~//by the sequence {(ak, Uk, Mk)}k= 1.2 ..... 
where ao --- 0; the two fundamental formulas connecting ~/g* and ~ are 
1 
Eo ~p(,A/) = ~ E ~ ~p (~/¢* o 0~t), (4) 
k: o'~'e [0,  h] 
= Eo °0,) dr, (5) 
where (p is an arbitrary non-negative measurable functional, T = T1 is the first arrival 
time > 0 of ~ '  and h > 0 an arbitrary constant (in the literature, most often one takes 
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h --- 1). Further, we denote by ~:o the expectation with respect to the Palm distribution 
Po, i.e. the governing probability measure for J¢. It is well-known that, with respect to 
Po, the random vectors (Uk, Mk) are identically distributed. By (U, M) we will denote 
a prototype of them. 
The first ladder epoch ~* is defined as inf{t > 0: S* > 0} or equivalently as a*, 
where x = inf{k: S** > 0}. The corresponding ladder height is Z* = S~, the surplus 
just before the ladder epoch is Y* = - S~_, the claim size at the ladder epoch is 
U* = U* and the type at the ladder epoch is M* = M*. 
3. Representation of ladder height distributions by Palm probabilities 
Note that the random vector (U*, Z*, Y+*, M*) is a characteristic of the time- 
stationary input ~'*. The main goal is to express the joint distribution of (U*, Z*,  
Y*, M* ) by characteristics of the Palm distribution DZo which can be interpreted as 
input distribution seen from the arrival epoch of a typical claim (see e.g. Baccelli and 
Bremaud, 1994; Franken et al., 1982; K6nig and Schmidt, 1992). First we will show the 
following result. 
Theorem 1. I f  J l* is ergodic and p := flY-oU <<. 1, then 
;? P(M*eF ,  Z*>~z,Y*>~y,~* <oo)=f l  Po(U>~x, MeF)dx  
+y 
for every z, y >t 0, F e 8. 
(6) 
Our main tool in showing Theorem 1 will be a variant of Campbell's formula for 
stationary marked point processes. A standard argument for stationary processes ( ee 
Breiman, 1968) shows that one can assume w.l.o.g, that ~g* and d¢ have doubly 
infinite time (i.e., are point processes on ( -  oo, oo) x (0, ~)  x E). We then represent 
~/' by the mark (claim size and type) (Uo, Mo) of the arrival at time 0, by the arrival 
times 0 < al < 02 < " ' "  in (0, ~)  and by the arrival times 0 > 0-_ 1 > 0--2 > "'" in 
( -  ~ ,  0); and by the marks (Uk, Mk) of the arrival times 0-k for k # 0. Furthermore, we 
can consider the 'negative' shift 0-s. Then, in extension of (5), we arrive at the 
following result (see e.g. Theorem 2.3 in Mecke, 1967, or Corollary 4.2.3 in K6nig and 
Schmidt, 1992). 
Lemma 1. We have 
where ~o is an arbitrary non-negative measurable functional. 
(7) 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the functional ~p given by 
~p(Jg*, s) = I{Mr~F.Z* ~>~, r* ~>y! 1{3- =~}, 
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where 1,4 denotes the indicator of a set A. By using a perturbation argument (see Frenz 
and Schmidt, 1992; Miyazawa and Schmidt, 1993), we can assume w.l.o.g, that p < 1. 
Then, from (7) we get 
P(M* eF ,  Z* >~z, Y* >~y,z* < oo) 
=E ~ ~(~*,~') 
k = -oo  
= [3Eo fRtP(~X[°O-t, t) dt 
= [3 IoPr ,  t=,~),tr,~)(t) dt, 
where 
pr.A,s(t) = Do(M+ (.At o 0_,) e F, Z+ (Jg o O-t) e A, Y+ (Jg o O-t) e B, 
~.  (~ o 0 -3  = t) 
and the functionals M+ (~' o 0_,), Z+ (~/,/o O_t), Y+ (J[ o 0_,), z* ( J /o O-t) of the (shif- 
ted) point process ~¢/o 0_, are defined in the same way as the functionals 
M*,  Z*,  Y*, z* of de*. Here F • ¢ and A, B c (0, oo) are arbitrary Borel sets. 
Furthermore, for every fixed t > 0, let {~u},>~ o denote the claim surplus process 
governed by the input ~ '  o 0_, where a claim arrives at time t and has size U0, and the 
kth preceding claim arrives at time t + tr-k (provided that t + tr-k > 0) and has size 
U_ k. Consider a further process {Su }~ ~> o, which makes an upward jump of size U_ k at 
time - tr_  k (k = 1, 2 . . . .  ), moves down linearly at a unit rate in between jumps and 
starts from So = Uo. The sample path relation between {~} and {S~} amounts to 
S, = S , -  ~,_,~_ (left limit) when 0 ~< u ~< t and is illustrated in Fig. 1; note in 
particular that 
L; U U 
s ,  = : 
It follows that 
Pr, A,n(t) = B~O(K •A,  - -K-  • B, Mo • F, & ~< 0 Vu• (0, t)) 
u u u u 
= Po(S,• A, Uo - S ,•B ,  MoeF ,  S, <~ St-u Vu• (0, t)) 
u u u u 
= Po(Sr  • A,  Uo  - St • B, Mo • F, S, ~< Su Vu• (0, t)) 
u u 
= Po(St • A, Uo - S, • B, Mo • F; Kt), 
where Kt = {St ~< S~ Vu• (0, t)} is the event hat {S~} has a relative minimum at t. In 
Fig. 1, time instants corresponding to such minimal values have been marked with 
bold lines in the path of {St}, and we let L be the random measure given by L(A) = 
~o I{~,~A;K.} dt. Since So = Uo, the support of L has right endpoint Uo, and since, by 
the individual ergodic theorem, the ergodicity of Jr'* and p < 1 imply (see e.g. the 
proof of formula (2.4.2) in Franken et al., 1982) that S, -~ - ~ Po-a.s., t ~ oo, the left 
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Uo 
{£}o<4<, 
t ....... 
A 
I I I I 
Fig. 1. 
endpoint of the support is - ~.  A sample path inspection therefore immediately 
shows that L is the Lebesgue measure on ( -  ~,  Uo], cf. Fig. 1 where the boxes on the 
time axis correspond to time intervals where {Su} is at a minimum belonging to A and 
split A into pieces corresponding to segments where {Su} is at a relative minimum. 
Thus letting A = [z, ~), B = [y, ~), we obtain 
P(M*~F,Z+* />z,Y* ~>y,t* <oo) 
= Po(St ~> z, Uo - St/> y, Mo e F; K,) dt 
fl -ol(MoeF} fol{Uo dt 
fl~o l(mo~Vl fo  l (uo -y~/  dx 
f? = fl Po(Uo >~ x + y, Mo eF)  dx 
f/ = fl Po(Uo I> x, Mo e F) dx. [] +y 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following result. 
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Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the joint (defective) distribution of 
(U*, Z*, Y*, M*) can be described as follows: 
(a) P(T* < m)= p; 
(b) The conditional distribution of (U*, M*) given ~* < go is obtained from the 
Palm distribution Po of (U, M) by the change of measure given by the likelihood ratio 
U/~_U. That is, 
E[g(U*,M*);'r*< ~]= pEo[~g(U , M)I=fl~_o[Ug(U,M)] 
for every non-negative measurable function g : (0, oo) x E ~ [0, ~); 
(c) the conditional distribution of (Z*, Y*) given U*, M*, ~* < go is that of 
(U* V, U* (1 - V)), where V is uniform on (0, 1) and independent ofU*, M*, T* < oo. 
Proof. The statement (a) is an immediate consequence of (6) and well-known (see e.g. 
Miyazawa and Schmidt, 1993). Moreover, the statement (b) easily follows from (6) by 
using integration by parts. Assume the theorem shown for a moment and let F, z, y be 
fixed. Then by (c), 
P(Z* >~z, Y* >~ylU* =u,M* eF, t* < ~) 
= P(U* V/> z, U* (1 - V) 1> Yl U* = u, M* • F, t* < ~)  
=(1  Z+_u Y) l{u~>z+yI" 
Invoking also (b) we get 
[ z+Y 'u*>~z+y,M*eF ,  r* <~ 1 E 1 u*+' 
= flEo[U -- z - y; U >>. z + y, MeF]  
= Po(U >/x, M • F) dx 
+y 
(using integration by parts in the last step). In view of Theorem 1, this finishes the 
proof because of the uniqueness of Radon-Nikodym derivatives. [] 
Example 1. Assume that E is countable and that the stationary marked point process 
J¢'* = {(a*, U~, Mk })k= 1,2 .... is given in the following way. For each i • E, consider 
= a* with an independently marked Poisson point process J / *  {( i.k, U*k)}k=l.2 .... 
intensity fli and mark distribution Bi. Furthermore, consider a homogeneous E- 
valued Markov process {J* }t >~ o with the stationary initial distribution rt = (n~)~e. 
Assume that the point processes ~'*  are independent of each other and independent 
of {J* }. Moreover, assume that, in finite time intervals, {J* } has finitely many jumps 
only. The matrix of transition intensities of {J* } is denoted by A = (2~j). Then, during 
those intervals of time when J* = i, the marked points (tr*, U* } of J / *  are generated 
by the process J¢'* where M* = (J*~,_ * , J,.). Besides this it is assumed that some 
additional arrivals may occur with probability q~j when {J*} jumps from i to j. The 
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distribution of the marks U* of these points a* is denoted by Bij. Thus the arrival rate 
fl for Jg* is equal to 
Clearly, by the same argument as used in Section 1 for ~*  and d.t, the process 
{J* }~ ~ o can be extended to a stationary process on the whole real line. Moreover, let 
{Jr} be a E-valued Markov jump process with the same transition matrix as {J* } and 
such that the probability ct/i of Jo- = i, Jo = J is 7~ifli/fl for i = j or rci2ijqij/fl for i :/: j. 
Thus, we can describe the Palm version ~ '  as follows. First choose (Jo-, Jo) w.p. ~ij 
for (i,j) and let the initial mark Uo have distribution Bi when i = j  and Bij otherwise. 
After that, let the arrivals al,  a2, ... and their marks U1, U2 . . . .  be generated by {Jr} 
starting from Jo = j. 
Note in particular that the (unconditional) Palm distribution of the mark size (i.e., 
the distribution of Uo) is the mixture 
j# i  3 i¢Efl f l iBiq- ~ "~iJqijBij " (8) 
j ¢ i  
The Markov process {J* } can be interpreted as a model of a random background (or 
environment). From (6) and (8) it follows that the probability of a ruin in the 
background state i t  E is given by 
P(M* = (i, i), 3" < oo) = r~ifll xBi (dx) (9) 
Analogously, the probability of a ruin caused by a jump of the background state from 
i to j (with j ¢ i) equals 
fo o IP(M* = (i,j), 3" < oo) = rci2ijqij xBij(dx) (10) 
4. Applications to fluid models 
Consider a fluid-flow process {X* }t.> o with paths such that the right derivatives 
exist and are determined by X* = 0 and (3), in terms of a stationary background 
process {J* }t ~ o. We assume that the state space E of {J* } is Polish and equipped 
with the Borel a-field, that {J* } has right-continuous paths and that the rate function 
r : E ~ ~ is measurable. Moreover, we assume 
f r(y)~z*(dy) <~ O, (11) 
where n* is the stationary (one-dimensional marginal) distribution of {J* }. Note that, 
in contrast o Example 1, {J*} is not assumed to be a Markov process. Letting 
3x. = inf[t > 0: X* > 0}, our aim is to compute the probabilities P(rx. < oo, J *  e F) 
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subject o the assumption that 
t> 0, Vye E+, 
r (y )= =-1 ,  VyeE_ ,  (12) 
where E+, E_ c # are two disjoint subsets of E with E+wE_ = E. We also assume 
that there are random times 
-.. < a~-i < a~-x < aft < a~ < ... (13) 
such that limk~oo a~ = oo and that 
J *~E_ ,  Vt~Eab_l,a~), J *cE+,  VteEa~,a~). (14) 
Consider the marked point processes dr' ~ = {(a~ #, M~)} and jc, b = {(ak,b Mk)},b where 
M~ = {J,~+~* }t:> o and M~ = {J,~ +t},>: o . *  In accordance with the assumptions made 
in Section 2, we assume that ~//# and ,//b are stationary and that their common 
intensity fl* = fib is positive and finite. 
Clearly, 
P(Zx. <~, J * .EE - )= 0 
and 
P(Zx. < ~, J* = E+, J *  c F) = P(J8 c F) = n*(F) 
for F~#c~E+. Thus, it remains to compute 
P (Tx ,<~, J *~E- , J *  cF) 
for F e # c~ E +, or, equivalently (since P (J* ~ E _ ) = ~* (E _ )), probabilities of the form 
in (18) below. Let 
z (E_ )=in f{t>O: J ,~E_} ,  z(E+)=inf{t>O:J ,  eE+}, 
where the process {J,}t ~> o has the same trajectories as {J*}t >~ o (but the governing 
probability measure of {J* } will be replaced by the Palm distributions P{o +) and 
P~o -) induced by the stationary marked point processes ~'# and ~b,  respectively). 
Furthermore, define, for every F e #c~E+, 
1 Uo + ) f~ ~- ) r(Jt) l{j, ~ v} dt, (15) 
v(F) = F-{o +) (~F_)r(J,)d t
do 
where Uo +) denotes the expectation taken with respect o P~o +). Analogously, by 
~o -) we will denote the expectation with respect to P~o -). Clearly, defining the measure 
v, we have to assume that 0 < ~:~o+)~{E-)r(J,) dt < oo. But, for our purposes, this is no 
essential restriction because the expectation "-~ +) c,~_ ) , , ,  % ]o rta 0 dt can be interpreted as 
the expected increase of the fluid level during a typical growth period. Furthermore, 
we consider the quantity ~:~o-)z(E + ) which has an analogous interpretation, i.e. the 
expected ecrease of the fluid level during a typical period of decrease. Note that from 
0 </~b < oO and from (13) it follows that 0 < ~o-)r(E+) < oo. Furthermore, from (5) 
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and (11) we get that 
= lim lIE r(J*) dt -- r(y)n*(dy) ~< O, 
,~u 3o 
i.e. 
i l  E- ) 
([F;-)T(E+))-I ~ (+) r( Jt)dt ~< 1. (16) 
Define an associated claim surplus process {St } by, loosely speaking, collapsing 'up' 
periods into a single jump. More precisely, under the Palm distribution P(o x), we can 
assume 
0=  <of . - -  
and  define 
T1 = f~,  T2 = ~r~ -- fib, T3 = cr~ -- fib 2. . . .  , (~k ~ r l  "q- "'" q- rk 
Lk = ab _ a ; ,  Ik(t) = J~e+" Ik = {Ik(t)}o <. ,<L~, 
Uk = r(Ik(t)) dt, Mk = (Lk, Ik). 
Note that the marked point process {(ak, Uk, Mk)} defined in this way is the Palm 
version of a certain stationary marked point process de'* = {(a*, U~', M*)}. This idea 
is to apply the results of Section 3 to the claim surplus processes governed by the 
marked point processes {(ak, Uk, Mk)} and {(e*, U*,M*)}  constructed above. 
We have 
z(E+) = al (= T), 
and 
{Zx < oc} = {3+ < oo}, 
{J~x ~ F} = {J~+o, e F}, 
where K is the number of that 'up' period during which the process {X, }t ~> ocrosses the 
zero level for the first time, and the random time co is given by 
(Y+ =) -- Xj ,= for(J~#+,)du. 
Theorem 2. Let the stationary marked point process ~,b be ergodic. Then, for every 
F ~ ~c~E+, we have 
1 ~_~o +)fl (E-) P(zx. < ~ IJ~' 6 E_) = ~fo_)z(E+) r(Jt) dt, (17) 
P( J **6  F ] J~  e E , Zx. < Oo)= v(F). (18) 
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Proof. Consider the functional tp given by 
tp (~gb) = 1{ . . . . . .  s~_ ,  s*x.~v}. 
Then, from (5) we get that 
P(Zx. < oo, J* ~ E_ )= ~:¢p(~/b) 
1 E(o_)fl (E+) 1 Eof[l, ...... <~o} dt (19) = ~_to_)z(E+) 1~ ..... <o~ dt = F-oa---~l 
= p(z+ < ~) ,  
where ~:o is the expectation with respect to the Palm distribution Po of 
{(a~', U*, M*)}. Together with Theorem 1, this gives (17) because of the identities 
3 -1 E~o-1) z(E+) and ~-oU ~-(+)rz(e-) , . ,  = =U:o Jo r(a#dt. Analogously, it follows by 
Corollary 1 that 
1 
P( J * .¢  F IJ~ ~E- ,zx .  < ~)  = ~ Eo[U; lo(O9)~F], 
where the random time o9 satisfies 
f: ;o r(lo(t)) dt = VUo = V r(Io(t)) dt (20) 
where V is uniform on (0, 1) and independent ofthe fluid model. For (18), note that (by 
the standard inversion formula for random variate generation) (20) means that the 
conditional density of o9 given the fluid model is r(t)/Uo, 0 <. t < Lo. Hence 
= ~o r(t) l{~o.)~r} dt
f£ 
(E ) 
= Eo ~+) r(t)l{s,~r} dr. [] 
Note that in the fluid model, the ladder height distribution is trivial because level 
0 is crossed in a continuous way. Thus, incorporating the mark M* is crucial for this 
example. Furthermore, an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following 
representation formula for the distribution of the time z = Zx*- sup(s ~< Zx.: 
Js* ~ E- } which elapsed at the ladder epoch Zx. since the process {J* } left the subset 
E of the state space E for the last time before Zx.. 
Corollary 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, for every u > O, it holds 
~O jormin(u't(E-)) r(Jt)" "dt 
P(r < u l J *~E- , zx .  < oo) = Eff ~ot~_)r(d,)d t (21) 
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Proof. Consider the process {J*}t ~> o together with the supplementary variable 
r* = t - sup(s ~< t: J* e E_ }. Applying Theorem 2to the extended process {(J*, z*)}, 
(21) follows from (15) and (18). [] 
Example 2. If {J* } is Markov, the distributions of {J,:+,}, ~> o, {J,,~ +,}, ~> o with 
respect o the Palm distributions ~o +), Pro-) are uniquely determined by the (initial) 
distributions rCto -), nto+) of J , : ,  J,~ with respect o ~to+), P~o -), respectively. 
Consider the special case of a fluid model generated by a finite semi-Markov 
process (see Asmussen, 1987, Ch. 10). We can take E = S x (0, ~), where S is finite, 
with Y, = (i, x) indicating that the current state in S is i and that after time x a change 
of state occurs. Further, let r(i, x) = r(i) depend only on i. Successive states in S are 
chosen according to a transition matrix P = (Pij)i,j~s (here Pii = 0), and given that 
state i has just been entered and that the next state is j, the time until the jump to j has 
distribution B~j with mean m~j, say. Let Bi(dx) = ~,j~sp~jBij (dx) and mi = ~j~spijm~j. 
If {2~}~s i the stationary probability vector for P, it is well known that 
~i(1  - -  Bi(x)) dx 
n*(i, dx) = ~k~S,~km k 
Let 
S+ ={i~S: r ( i )>O},  S_ ={ i~S: r ( i )<O}={i~S: r ( i ) : - l}  
(then E+ = S+ x (0, ~), E_ = S_ x (0, oo)). Immediately before entering E+, say at 
time a~, {Jr} must have been in a state of the form (k, 0) with k e S_. It follows that for 
i~S+,  
~o+)(i, dx) = Cl ~ ~,kPkiBi(dx), 
k~S 
so that 
(+ ~k~S "~k Pki Bi(dx) 
~o ~(/, dx) - ~s  ,j~s~;~P~J 
Similarly for i ~ S_, 
~Z~o-)(i, dx) = ~k~S+ 2kPkiBi(dx) 
~k~S+,jeS "~kPkj 
In particular, if we write 
= Io ~(i, dx), I~o~1(i) 
then 
~ke S+ "~k Pki ~k e S_ "~k Pki 
I~°+)l(i) = ~k~S+,j~s_ARPkj ' I~tO-)l(i) = ~k~S_,~S 2kPRj" 
Now let Pt+) be the restriction to S+ x S+ of P and P~+) its nth power, let pt-),  
P~-) be defined similarly, let m be the column vector with ith entry mi and p the 
column vector with ith entry r (i)m~; the restriction of p to S + is denoted by p(+) and so 
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on. Then clearly, 
l'~(E ) 
IF,W, Jo r(J,)dt = [rt(o+)l ~ P.(-)p(+) 
n=O 
= I~o+)1 (I -- P(+))- ' p(+). 
Similarly, 
IF,,; ~(E+ ) = In~o-~l (I -- P(-)) -  x m(-). 
{*T(E_ ) 
IF'~g+'J o r(J,)l(j,=(i,dx)}dt=l~(o+)l(l--P(+))-le[+).r(i)(1 -B i x ) )dx  
Thus all quantities in Theorem 2 have been explicitly computed. [] 
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5. Further remarks 
Condition (13) means that, with probability one, the fluid-flow process {X* }, ~> ohas 
only finitely many periods of increase (decrease) in any bounded interval of time. Now, 
we will briefly discuss a somewhat more general situation where the number of 
periods of local monotonicity may be infinite in bounded intervals. Palm calculus has 
in fact been developed for such situations in papers like Pitman (1986) and Miyazawa 
(1994b), but we will use a direct approach. 
Let the process {X* }t ~> o have stationary ergodic increments with X~' = 0, 
x* n:x* 
m = lim - - -  < 0 
t~oo t t 
and let Zx. = inf{t > 0: X* > 0}. The goal of computing just the ruin probability 
P (zx. < oo) has then an easy solution if the paths of {X* } are of bounded variation. In 
that case the Jordan-Hahn decomposition dX* = dL* -  dM* exists and we let 
I+, I_ be the disjoint (random) sets such that dL*, dM* are concentrated on I+ resp. 
I_ and I+wI_ = [0, ~). 
Theorem 3. Assume that the paths of {X*} are of bounded variation and that the 
neoative part dM* in the Jordan-Hahn decomposition dX* =dL* -  dM* is the 
restriction of Lebesgue measure to I_. Then 
P(zx .<Oo)=m+ 1. (22) 
Proof. We apply time-reversion. A standard argument shows that we can find 
random variables -~s.,, - oo < s ~< t < ~ such that ~. t  ~ X*s  and -~s., = -~s., 
+ X,.t for s ~< u ~< t. Then {Vt}-~<t<~ given by V, = sup~<, .~,, is well-defined, 
finite, stationary and ergodic, and P(Zx. < ~)  = P(Vt > 0). To show this, the same 
arguments can be used as in the case when in bounded intervals there are only finitely 
many periods of local monotonicity (see e.g. Franken et al., 1982, Section 2.4.1). 
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It may be suggestive to think of V, as the amount of fluid in a container at time t. If 
the release rate from the container is 1, the input in the time interval [0, t] is 
distributed as L* + N*, where dN* = dt -  riM* is the restriction of Lebesgue 
measure to I+. Obviously, lim,~oo L*/t = EL* = ~, l imt~ M*/t  = EM~* = ~ where 
- fl = m and -1  ~< m < 0; hence limt.o~(Lt* + Nt*)/t = (~ + 1 - fl) = m + 1 is the 
mean flow rate into the container per time unit. Moreover, we have 
P (Vo > 0) = t-~lim -tl f l  1 {v. > o} du = t~oolim (L* + N* )/t. (23) 
Hence 
IP(rx. < ~)  = P(Vo > 0) = m + I. [] 
Example  3.  Let 
L* = lira ~ l{fj,_xl<~} du 
~;0 
be the local time at x scaled by t/for a stationary ergodic one-dimensional diffusion 
{J*},~o (see e.g. Karatzas and Shreve, 1991). Then {L*}t~o has stationary in- 
crements and under mild regularity conditions, lim,_~oL*/t exists and equals 
~ = tlp(x), where p is the stationary density for {J* }. We shall assume that t/has been 
chosen such that ~ < 1. The aim is to compute P(~x* < oo) where X* = L* - t. The 
set I+ = {t ~> 0: X* = x} is singular and of Lebesgue measure 0, and I_ = [0, oo)/I+. 
From (22) we get 
P(~x* < ~)  = ~. 
For a simple example, assume that {J,* } is reflected Brownian motion with drift 
- 1 and that x = 0. This situation can be thought of as the heavy traffic limit n - ,  oo 
of workload processes in a system of single-server queues indexed by n where the 
server in the nth system receives a reward at rate ~,, when the system is idle and is given 
a penalty at rate 1 when the system is busy. That is, we have a sequence {J.* (t)} of 
G/G/1 workload processes, with traffic intensity p, in the nth, such that p,T1, 
~,.(1 - p.)  ~ y, 
{(1 - p,)J*(t~c/(1 - p.)2)} t ~>o ~  {J*}, ~> o (24) 
in D [0, ~)  for some constant x; (24) is known to hold under weak conditions at least 
in the GI/G/1 case, see e.g. Iglehart and Whitt (1970). Then P(Zx. < ~)  is the 
approximate probability that the server will ever gain a surplus (starting from 
stationary conditions). [] 
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